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Abstract

2

The Open MPI implementation provides a high performance MPI-2 implementation for a wide variety
of platforms. Open MPI has recently been ported
to the Cray XT3 platform. This paper discusses the
challenges of porting and describes important implementation decisions. A comparison of performance
results between Open MPI and the Cray supported
implementation of MPICH2 are also presented.
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Background
Open MPI

Open MPI is the result of a collaboration between
the authors of the LAM/MPI [5, 17], LA-MPI [2, 11],
and FT-MPI [7, 8] implementations of the MPI standard. Open MPI is a full implementation of both
the MPI-1 [13, 15] and MPI-2 [10, 12] standards, designed to offer high performance and scalability on a
variety of platforms. Open MPI builds on two other
projects (Figure 1), which were originally developed
as part of the Open MPI project, but are slowly becoming independent projects. OPAL provides system portability code to limit platform-specific workarounds in the general code base, as well as building
block code for upper layers. The Open Run-Time
Environment (OpenRTE) [6] provides a uniform,
portable run-time support system for the MPI messaging layer. The entire system is built around a low
overhead component architecture, allowing platform
specific code to be implemented within well-defined
abstractions [3, 16]. On platforms with shared library support, individual components can be provided as dynamically loaded shared objects, allowing
for run-time reconfiguration of Open MPI.

Introduction

Open MPI [9] is a high performance, portable implementation of the Message Passing Interface. Open
MPI’s performance on commodity Linux clusters
with high speed interconnects is well established [18],
and similar results are found on other commercial
and commodity clustering platforms, including AIX,
Mac OS X, and Solaris. The current release includes
support for communication over Myrinet (MX and
GM), InfiniBand (OpenIB and MVAPI), TCP, Portals, and shared memory, with support for uDAPL
and Quadrics under development.
This paper presents our experiences porting Open
MPI to the Cray XT3 platform, specifically the Red
Storm machine at Sandia National Laboratories. As
the XT3 environment is the first “tightly-coupled”
system to be supported by Open MPI, some design
re-factoring was required, especially within the parallel run-time support library utilized by Open MPI,
discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe
our implementation of point-to-point messaging over
Cray Portals. Performance results are presented in
Section 5. Finally, future work is discussed in Section 6.
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Figure 1: Open MPI high-level design, including logical abstractions of portability code, parallel runtime services, and the MPI implementation.
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The Cray-designed SeaStar [1] communication processor / router is designed to offload network communication from the main processor. The compute
nodes run the Catamount lightweight microkernel,
allowing for scalable, low-perturbation operations.
The XT3 platform utilizes the Portals 3.3 communication interface [4], originally developed by Sandia National Laboratory and the University of New
Mexico for enabling scalable communication in a
high performance computing environment. The Portals interface provides true one-sided communication
semantics. Unlike traditional one-sided interfaces,
the remote memory address for an operation is determined by the target, not the origin. This allows Portals to act as a building block for high performance
implementations of both one-sided semantics (Cray
SHMEM) and two-sided semantics (MPI-1 send/receive).

OPAL provides basic portability and building
block features useful for large scale application development, serial or parallel. A number of useful
functions provided only on a handful of platforms
(such as asprintf, snprintf, and strncpy) are implemented in a portable fashion, so that the rest of the
code can assume they are always available. High resolution / low perturbation timers, atomic memory
operations, and memory barriers are implemented
for a large number of platforms. The core support
code for the component architecture, which handles
loading components at run-time, is also implemented
within OPAL. OPAL also provides a rich reference
counted object system to simplify memory management, as well as to implement a number of container
classes, such as doubly-linked lists, last-in-first-out
queues, and memory pool allocators.
OpenRTE provides a resource manager (RMGR)
to provide process control, a global data store
(known as the GPR), an out-of-band messaging layer
(the RML), and a peer discovery system for parallel start-up (SDS). In addition, OpenRTE provides
basic datatype support for heterogeneous network
support, process naming, and standard I/O forwarding. Each subsystem is implemented through a
component framework, allowing whole-sale replacement of a subsystem for a particular platform. On
most platforms, the components implementing each
subsystem utilize a number of underlying component frameworks to customize OpenRTE for the
specific system configuration. For example, the
standard RMGR component utilizes additional component frameworks for resource discovery, process
start-up and shutdown, and failure monitoring.

2.2
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Run-Time Environment

The OpenRTE system has proved versatile in common cluster computing environments (including
moderately coupled systems, like the Los Alamos
BProc cluster environment), but was a point of concern for the XT3 environment. The XT3 provides a
full-featured process start-up and monitoring system
for job control, eliminating the need for the mpirun
command utilized by OpenRTE on other platforms.
mpirun acted as a centralized point of contact for the
global data store and resource manager subsystems,
and the loss of mpirun required significant modification to these subsystems.
The resource management subsystem is largely
concerned with discovering resources and starting,
monitoring, and controlling MPI processes. As the
XT3 operating environment provides this functionality, the subsystem is largely irrelevant for this port.
The existing component implementing the RMGR
component attempts to load a large number of additional component frameworks at initialization, increasing the memory footprint of Open MPI. Many
of the components within those frameworks also utilized functionality not available in the compute node
environment, such as fork and exec. Therefore, we
implemented a new resource management component for the XT3 compute node environment that
returns an error for most requests (such as process start-up or monitoring). In order to implement MPI ABORT, the resource manager implementation does use the internal killrank function to

Cray XT3 / Sandia Red Storm

The Red Storm machine at Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico currently consists of 10,368 processors. Each node contains a single 2.0 GHz Opteron CPU with 2 GB of main memory and a Cray SeaStar NIC/router attached via
HyperTransport. The network is a 27x16x24 mesh
topology, with 2.0 GB/s bidirectional link bandwidth and 1.5 GB/s bidirectional node bandwidth.
The Cray XT3 commercial offering is nearly identical to the XT3 machine installed at Sandia. The
notable difference is that while the Red Storm communication topology is a 3-D mesh, the XT3 utilizes
a 3-D torus configuration. The difference is to allow
a significant portion of the Red Storm machine to
switch between classified and unclassified operation.
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was implemented to provide a component infrastructure for providing the starting process both its
current OpenRTE name1 and the list of names for
the current job. This information is used to determine the contents of MPI COMM WORLD. Previously, this information was always specified by
the OpenRTE process start-up mechanisms, so there
was no need to abstract this functionality into a
component framework. Moving to a new component
framework allowed for conditional compilation of the
components which provide process naming information and, more importantly, the implementation of
the CNOS SDS component, which gets job information from the Cray run-time environment.

shut down the proper processes.
The global data store, known as the general purpose registry (GPR), provides database-like semantics for inter-process communication. The MPI layer
utilizes the GPR for storing process contact information (the TCP address and port number for the
TCP communication device, for example), host information for heterogeneous environments, and contact information necessary for implementing MPI-2
dynamic process features. The GPR is also used extensively by the RMGR subsystem to track job status
and resource availability. The MPI layer generally
uses the GPR in a callback model, asking for updates
on information as it becomes available. For example,
a MPI process might express interest in the architecture information of all nodes on which a process in
that job is executing. By default, it would assume
that the remote architecture is the same as the local
architecture and adjust as new information becomes
available.
A new General Purpose Registry (GPR) component — NULL — was added in order to handle the
lack of a central mpirun process that is found in
most Open MPI environments. The NULL GPR component acts as an information sink for processes –
information updates succeed, but aren’t broadcast.
Similarly, requests for information updates succeed,
but no callbacks are ever triggered. Because the MPI
layer is designed to have reasonable default values if
no new information is received, this strategy works
well on the XT3. The Portals communication driver
was designed to bypass the GPR for wire-up information, eliminating the one place the MPI layer used
the GPR in a non-callback mode.
The out-of-band messaging (RML) subsystem of
OpenRTE provides send/receive point-to-point, barrier, and broadcast communication outside of MPI
channels. It is generally used for process wire-up
and relaying updates from the GPR as new information on the state of the run-time environment
becomes available. The existing implementation utilized TCP/IP for communication, making it impractical for the XT3 environment. A new out-of-band
messaging layer that provides no functionality other
than calling cnos barrier() to implement an outof-band barrier. The RML barrier functionality is
utilized during MPI INIT for process synchronization, motivating the XT3-specific RML implementation.
One new framework was required in order to support the XT3. The System Discovery Service (SDS)
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Communication

Open MPI provides a layered architecture for pointto-point communication, shown in Figure 2. The
lowest layer, the Byte Transport Layer (BTL) provides active-message-like send and true RDMA
put/get semantics. The BTL interface is extremely
small, consisting of eleven functions and has no concept of MPI structures or semantics. The BTL Management Layer (BML) provides scheduling and multiplexing of BTL instances, allowing a single BTL
to be shared between multiple higher level protocols.2 The PML implements the point-to-point
functions of the MPI interface, with an interface
that very closely matches the MPI interface (synchronous, buffered, and ready sends are converted
into an argument field, rather than separate interface functions). There are currently two PML implementations: OB1, which provides high performance,
RDMA message transfer and DR, which provides
message reliability and NIC fail over. Both provide message stripping and fragmenting for multiNIC environments. As the XT3 provides end-to-end
message reliability, we focus on the OB1 PML for the
remainder of this paper.
Given the ease of mapping Portals functionality
to MPI semantics, it was not clear whether it was
better to implement Portals communication support
at the PML or BTL level. The decision was made
to implement Portals support at the BTL level for
1 All

OpenRTE processes are assigned a unique name during initialization.
2 Presently, the MPI-2 one-sided interface is also implemented over the BML/BTL interface. It is likely that collectives will (optionally) bypass the PML for some optimizations
in the near future.
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OB1 PML
(point-to-point)

this is an integer between 0 and 255) and the send
call includes an argument specifying the destination
index, in addition to the target process contact information. The communication functions are described
below:

PT2PT OSC
(one-sided)

R2 BML

Self BTL

alloc Return a region of “btl memory” of a specified size that can be used for send communication. On network devices that require per-page
pinning, this is generally allocated from a pool
of pre-pinned buffers that can be reused to offset pinning costs. The caller is responsible for
all data packing, calling send, and calling free
when the send completes.

Portals BTL

Figure 2: Component design for point-to-point communication.
two reasons: it was believed that performance would
be competitive with a PML implementation and the
MPI-2 one-sided support utilizes the BTL interface,
bypassing the PML interface. We did not wish to
implement a Portals-specific one-sided implementation on the first porting effort, so the decision was
made to implement a Portals BTL.

prepare src Prepare a specified region of user
memory for being the source of a communication call. The region may or may not be contiguous and may require a small area of memory be available in “btl memory” for headers.
A datatype convertor is available for determining the memory region to be sent, which may
be non-contiguous. The BTL is free to either
copy the entire user buffer into “btl memory” or
send directly from user memory. prepare src
is called for the origin of send and put calls and
the target of get calls.

ptl_portals_send()
called

Send frag created
with floating MD

queue for later
delivery

NO

Send queue
space?

YES

prepare dst Similar to prepare src, only for the
target of put calls and the origin of get calls.
Generally, prepare dst returns an error if the
user’s memory region can not be sent in a single
scatter/gather RDMA operation. A BTL is not
required to implement this function if it does
not implement put or get.

PtlPut() frag

Frag not recved try again

Progress Events

ACK

mlength == 0

YES

free Return resources allocated
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NO
message
received Release md

by

alloc,

Figure 3: Flow chart of the btl send() logic for
Portals.

send Send data from a call to alloc or
prepare src to a specified host. A target index
is also provided for dispatch on the receiving
side. send is a non-blocking call, and a userspecified callback is triggered when the send
completes. The BTL can specify the maximum
amount of data that can be transferred in any
single call to send.

The BTL interface consists of a number of setup /
cleanup functions, and 6 functions required for message transfer. All send/receive communication is in
an active-message style – an upper layer expresses
interest in a particular message index (in the BTL,

put RDMA put operation, called when the origin
has been prepared with prepare src and the
target with prepare dst. A user-specified callback is triggered on the origin when the transfer completes. No notification is given on the

send complete
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target. A BTL is not currently required to implement this function.

Unexpected
frags

First frag me

First frag md

RDMA frags

get RDMA get operation, called when the origin
has been prepared with prepare dst and the
target with prepare src. A user-specified callback is triggered on the origin when the transfer completes. No notification is given on the
target. A BTL is not currently required to implement this function.

frag recv eq
First frag me

Portals Table

First frag md

First frag me

First frag md

truncate me

Figure 4: Match list and memory descriptor configuration for receiving message fragments.

The Portals BTL provides both send/receive and
RDMA communication. Send communication is limited to 32KB fragments and is implemented utilizing a design similar the method used for unexpected
short messages described in [14]. A state diagram
of the send logic utilized by the Portals BTL is provided in Figure 3. Unlike most BTL implementations, which require an internal header be transmitted with the user data to send the tag index, the
Portals implementation sends the tag index in the
user data option of the PtlPut() function. The
number of outstanding send fragments is limited to
ensure there is space in the send message event queue
to receive any pending ACK events. As will be discussed later, it is possible that there is no space available on the receiving process for the message. In this
case, the sending process will receive an ACK event
with an mlength of 0, indicating the message was
not successfully transmitted (the BTL never sends
0 byte fragments, so mlength can never be 0 on a
valid transmission). Send completion notification is
not given until a valid ACK event is received. The
OB1 PML hides the latency of waiting for an ACK
in the MPI SEND case by returning as soon as the
send call returns, as the data is buffered in the BTL
and the user buffer is no longer needed by MPI.
We experimented with the use of iovecs for send
buffers, allowing the caller to use one buffer for headers and sending the user data directly from user
memory. This had an overall negative effect on performance. While the exact cause of the reduced performance is not well understood, we are considering
two likely possibilities: performance issues with using iovecs combined with PtlPut for short messages
or the required delay in completing MPI SEND calls
until the ACK event arrived (as the user buffer is in
use by the BTL until the ACK arrives). We intend
to investigate this issue further at a later time.
Receiving send messages is done via a set of 1MB
memory segments attached to a receive portal table
entry. Figure 4 provides an outline of the Portals

structures for receiving btl send() fragments. The
max data option is used to ensure the memory descriptor becomes inactive when an entire fragment
can not be received. A “reject” match entry / memory descriptor sits as the last entry in the match list,
which has no associated event queue and truncates
all messages to 0 byte length. This allows the sending process to be notified (via the standard Portals
acknowledgment mechanism) that a message was not
received and should be retransmitted. When events
are pulled from the receive queue, the hdr data field
of the event is used for dispatching to the correct receive callback.
The initial implementation limited descriptor activity only with the max data option of the memory
descriptor. Because all send fragments are received
into one shared receive event queue, it was possible
to receive enough fragments to overflow the event
queue before the memory descriptors were filled and
marked inactive. With the message received but no
event to signal the reception, it was nearly impossible to find and deliver the message. The message
was delivered successfully into the receive memory
descriptor, so the sending process received a ACK
event that indicated successful delivery. The receiving BTL was able to detect that the overflow occurred, but at that point lacked a reasonable recovery option. To solve the overflow problem, we
now set the threshold of each memory descriptor
such that the total number of events that may be
generated by the receive message descriptors is less
than the event queue size. A flood of fragments to
one host will cause all receive memory descriptors to
go inactive, resulting messages being received to the
“reject” descriptor, which truncates the message to
0 bytes. The sender is then notified the message was
received but truncated and attempts to retransmit.
RDMA operations are largely a one-to-one map5

MPICH2, and raw Portals communication. Small
message performance is slightly lower than MPICH2
and native Portals, for reasons discussed in the previous section. Messages up to approximately 64KB
are always copied at both the sender and receiver
with Open MPI, which appears to account for the
progressively lower relative bandwidth when compared to MPICH2 or raw Portals. At 64 KB, Open
MPI begins to use an RDMA get protocol for message transfer. The first portion of the message, along
with the source BTL descriptor for the RDMA get
is sent. Once the message is matched, the receiving
side performs a PtlGet() to receive the remainder
of the message. A completion acknowledgment is
then sent from the receiver to the sender. While
peak bandwidth is comparable to MPICH2 and native hardware, the bandwidth for medium sized messages (64 KB - 238 KB) is lower, due to the latencies
added by the extra protocol messages.

ping between the BTL put / get functions and
the PtlPut() / PtlGet() functions. Memory descriptors are created during btl prepare src() and
btl prepare dest(), and match entries are created
and attached to a portals table entry for RDMA operations. The semantics of the BTL descriptor creation means that the target of the RDMA operation
can pass a unique 64 bit match key to the origin, allowing the use of Portals matching for RDMA messages. Because there is currently not enough information passed to btl prepare src() to determine
whether the descriptor will be the origin of a put or
the target of a get operation, the match entry is always created (the btl prepare dest() function has
the symmetric problem). This causes a slight overhead in creating descriptors for RDMA operations,
but that latency is generally masked by the much
higher communication latencies required to set up
the RDMA protocol used by the OB1 PML.
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All results presented were run on a Red Storm development test cage at Sandia National Laboratories.
Open MPI was built from a Subversion checkout
of the development trunk, at revision number 9807.
The Cray MPICH2 provided with the currently running software stack was used for comparison.
Figure 5 shows the best case message latency for
Open MPI and Cray MPICH2, as well as the best
case latency for direct Portals communication. The
added overhead of Open MPI’s matching header and
data copies on both the sender and receiver can be
seen. Message latency is still higher than we would
expect when compared to other supported networks,
so short message latency is still under investigation for possible performance improvements. Some
latency-harming debugging code is always on in the
current implementation, although we don’t believe
it explains the large performance difference we are
seeing relative to MPICH2.
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Figure 6: NetPIPE bandwidth on XT3 hardware.
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Future Work

Open MPI currently provides a complete implementation of the MPI standard for the Cray XT3 environment. However, there are still a number of areas
for improvement still under investigation.

1 Byte Latency
5.30 µsec
7.14 µsec
8.50 µsec

6.1

Point-to-point Performance

Currently, all message matching logic is performed
in the OB1 PML, at the MPI software layer. The
Cray MPICH-2 implementation utilizes the matching capabilities of the Portals interface for message
matching. The combination of a lack of data header
(instead using the Portals match and ignore bits for

Figure 5: Latency for one byte messages using NetPIPE.
Figure 6 shows unidirectional bandwidth from
NetPIPE, again comparing Open MPI, Cray
6

many cases multiple algorithms for a single collective. Algorithm selection is based on either generic
defaults or can be customized to a particular hardware configuration by running a profiling application. Although general algorithm improvements will
increase collectives performance on the XT3, it is
likely that our collectives routines also need to be
optimized for the network topology, which is an area
of future research.

matching information), always sending contiguous
data from user memory, and a shorter protocol stack
result in lower short message latencies for MPICH2. Open MPI’s OB1 is designed for RDMA networks like InfiniBand or Myrinet/GM, which require
a handshake protocol for message transfer setup.
The cost of the extra handshake logic is evident in
the mid-size message transfer, where Open MPI has
lower bandwidth than Cray MPICH-2.
One method of increasing our performance would
be to revisit our PML/BTL decision and implement
a Portals-specific PML. Initial work has begun on
such a configuration, although results are not currently available. However, this approach would still
require either maintaining the Portals BTL implementation or developing a one-sided implementation
for Portals.
Another option currently under investigation is
to extend the BTL interface to allow components
that provide match semantics similar to Portals to
match receive messages in a fashion similar to that
employed by Cray MPICH-2. This approach is
currently favored, as it would also be applicable
to Myrinet/MX, which has nearly identical performance issues with Open MPI when compared to the
vendor-supported MPICH-2 implementation.

6.2
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Open MPI has shown the ability to operate in tightly
integrated supercomputing environments, such as
the Cray XT3. Performance is indicative of a first
attempt at integrating into a new communication
paradigm, and can be improved greatly by the addition of hardware matching and the reduction of
protocol overhead in the OB1.
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MPI topology component

The Cray XT3 is the first platform Open MPI supports that has an interesting point-to-point network
topology. It appears to be possible (at least, on
the Red Storm machine) to find the X,Y,Z coordinates on the mesh to each process. Using this
information, we should be able to provide intelligent implementations of the MPI topology functions. A TOPO framework exists for allowing such
machine-specific implementations, and requires implementing the equivalent of MPI CART MAP and
MPI GRAPH MAP. The TOPO framework will automatically include implementations of the other
topology functions based on the two base mapping
functions.

6.3

Conclusions
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Open MPI 1.1, when released, will have preliminary support for the XT3 platform. However, numerous enhancements to both the run-time support
and the Portals device driver have occurred on the
development trunk and will not be part of the Open
MPI 1.1 series of releases. Open MPI 1.2 (currently,
the development trunk) will provide much better
support for the XT3 environment.
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